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WEB NEWS

My Personal Time Management Failure

Throughout my life I have always managed multiple projects simultaneously. As my
age progresses (nice way of saying older), I find I can handle fewer projects at the
same time.  From about  10 at  my prime,  sometimes it  seems like 1 is  my best
number ! LOL

I came across this article, and it really makes sense. I hope it is useful to you.
Multitasking Makes you Stupid: Single-Tasking is Smarter

Three versions of multitasking:

Perform two (or more) tasks simultaneously
Perform tasks in rapid succession
Switch between tasks, multi-switching

Five reasons we multi-switch:

Job requirements. Think of an emergency medical technician
Disrespect. Colleagues and bosses don’t respect time
Slow progress. “Let’s do something else. This isn’t working.”
Boredom. Sometimes switching improves attention
Distraction. We’re addicted to distraction. If you don’t think so, sit quietly and
calmly for 15 minutes. (( I tried this once, it wasn't pretty))

Rapidly switching between tasks can cost as much as 40% of someone’s
productivity time. You also add switching-fatigue. You expend energy doing tasks,
but switching tasks requires additional energy and time.

Multitasking makes you stupid:
Some are better at multitasking than others, but some multitasking men had their IQ
drop to that of an 8-year-old.

Single-tasking is smarter:

#1. Create time-chunks:

Suppose your average ability to focus is 20 minutes. Create several 20-
minute chunks of time on your schedule to complete important tasks or reach
milestones on large tasks
Put your phone in the drawer for 20 minutes

#2. Turn stuff off:

Open email. Use it. Turn it off
Open the browser. Use it. Close it

#3. Refresh frequently:

Stretch
Close your eyes and breathe
Walk around the block
Get water instead of keeping it at your desk

I am making a concerted effort to break my tasks to 20 minutes, check my email at
scheduled intervals (instead of in real time), and to try and finish each task before
moving on to the next. With an attention span of a gnat, this is going to be a
challenge.
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NOTE: While writing this, I answered 2 phone calls, replied to 6 emails (deleting an
additional 10 or so), did a security update to a client's WordPress site, scheduled 2
appointments for tomorrow, and made some graphics changes for a client. I also
commented on a TV program my wife is watching (the new boyfriend isn't what he
seems).  Apparently I am like a moth drawn to a flame.

I will let you know how this works out -- Robert Kalnes

HOW TO

Did You Know?

Sound travels slowest in gases (air), faster in liquids, and faster still in solids.

Sound waves travel approximately 4.3 times faster in water than air, and
approximately 15 times faster when passing through iron as opposed to air.

What does this have to do with website hosting? NOTHING, but it sure is interesting
to know!

MARKETING

INFLATION

US inflation rose 7.5% during the 12-month period ending in January, according to
government  data  released  yesterday,  the  largest  such increase  since  February
1982.  The consumer  price  index,  a  proxy  for  inflation that  tracks the price  of  a
basket of goods and services, rose 0.6% in January, exceeding the 0.5% increase
seen in December.  Inflation has  exceeded  a  5%  annual  rate  for  the past  eight
months.

Higher inflation means consumers can buy fewer goods with each dollar they spend.
The core index, which removes the sometimes-volatile food (up 7%) and energy (up
27%) components, rose 6% year-over-year—still the highest hike since August
1982. See data for the full basket of goods.

The Federal Reserve, which typically targets annual inflation near 2%, is expected
to raise interest rates a number of times this year in an attempt to curb inflation.
Read more on the link between interest rates and inflation here.

As a business owner, there are several things you can do to help mitigate the cost
of inflation. Buy big ticket items NOW, don't wait for the inevitable price increases.
Run your inventory heavier than normal. Today's prices are better than tomorrow's,
so keep your supplies in stock.

At AmeriWeb Hosting we are proud of our anti-inflationary history. Our prices have
not  gone up in years,  with the exception of  domain names.  NOTE:  Our  domain
name prices maintain an average profit of 90¢ .... not the revenue producing center
one would think. Domain names are one of our loss leaders, and as a courtesy to
make our clients online lives a little easier.

ASK A TECH

Q: My web site is running slow. Is this a server issue or?
A:  I just  worked on another client's site who was experiencing the same issue.  I
went from 5.200 seconds to load down to 0.544 seconds simply by setting up a
cache  on the site.  I  shaved  a  bit  more,  down to  0.35302  seconds  to  load by
optimizing several of  the larger  graphics.  These savings are available to anyone.
Need to know more, just contact me! -Bob
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AmeriNews is published approximately 10 times a year
by AmeriWeb Hosting for our customers, friends and those curious about our business.

If you have a question for our ASK A TECH section, email it to
support@ameriwebhosting.com

_______________________________________________
AmeriWeb Hosting

(773) 735-5144
AmeriWeb Hosting, Marketing, Web Designs, eCommerce.

Your email,   robert.kalnes@gmail.com   is subscribed to our mailing list
To unsubscribe from our mailing list visit:Unsubscribe

To update your preferences visit: this link
Forward a Message to Someone visit: this link
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